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BRADBURY ART MUSEUM SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

Starting in January 2021, I began working as an intern at the Bradbury Art 

Museum. I was given the job of managing social media and its content creation, 

including designing graphics for their instagram stories. Examples here became 

a template I followed for numerous posts.
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SUNBRELLA ADVERTISEMENTS

This project was a campaign with a twist: to take an ad placed in a magazine and 

recreate it for a completely different publication and demographic. The original 

Sunbrella ad was in Southern Living and I set out to redesign it for Parent’s 

magazine. The final product was created using Photoshop and InDesign in order 

to achieve a set of advertisements that would make Sunbrella Fabrics attractive 

to the parents that read this magazine.
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CHRISTMAS ILLUSTRATIONS

At Arkansas State University, I served as an active member of the student group 

for AIGA on campus. These were created to sell during the Christmas sale with 

the art department ro raise funds for A-STATE AIGA. I created illustrations to be 

used for stickers and buttons. My designs were best sellers from our table.
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BUFF CITY SOAP LOOKBOOK

This lookbook was created for Buff City Soaps to showcase their store and 

products in Jonesboro, Arkansas. I photographed and designed the layout of 

this book and wrote the body copy. The final result was a 15-page booklet that 

was a successful showcasing of their brand and merchandise.

You can view the full lookbook here.
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KAPPA CHI FRATERNITY APPAREL

I had the opportunity to create t-shirt designs for the Kappa Chi fraternity at 

Ouachita Baptist University. I worked with them throughout my college career 

for various flyers with events, so it was not hard to design something they would 

enjoy. I worked with the president in order to achieve the final results you see 

here. All members of the fraternity were happy with the designs.
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FOUNDATION OF ARTS “PICTURE YOUR PURPOSE” CAMPAIGN

This campaign was created for the Foundation of Arts in Jonesboro, AR. The 

goal of this was to attract donors in order to secure more funding for the non-

profit. I wanted to create a campaign that showcased the values of this group with 

headlines and visuals that represented that. The final result included three print 

ads, social media graphics, and merchandise all under the same big idea.
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ROOST BAR & GRILL BRANDING

Roost Bar & Grill is a fictional restaurant created from a personal logo project. 

I chose the two words fire and hen, and found a way to successfully combine 

them. I received great feedback from my peers and it even went on to win a Gold 

Student Addy at the district level in 2020 for Logo Design and a Judge’s Choice 

Award for Overall Design.
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NATIONAL STUDENT ADVERTISING COMPETITION, ADOBE

From December 2019 through April 2020 I was part of a team that consisted 

of graphic design, communications, and business majors that competed in the 

National Student Advertising Competition. We had to design a business-to-

business campaign for Adobe to advertise their new AdTech. The result was 

a campaign that consisted of print advertising, web banners, and billboard 

advertisements. Though I played a part in the entire process, I specifically 

designed the webpage banners.
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PRINT ADS BY KAYLI LUMPKINS
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BANNERS BY ME,

AUTUMN HARRIS
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PRINT ADS BY 

ASHLYN GARRETT



HiRES MAGAZINE

HiRES magazine is a personal design project where I set out to create a 

publication for designers. This first issue covered typography in daily life, the 

media, and pop culture. I produced a 20-page magazine booklet with a bright 

theme in order to encompass my own personal preferences, as well as reference 

the diversity within the design community.

You can view the full magazine here.
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https://issuu.com/autumnharriscreative/docs/hires_magazine_ahcreativeco__1_
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AIGA SOCIAL MEDIA GRAPHICS

As a former board member and current treasurer of the student AIGA group on 

campus, we often take on projects to benefit the club. Throughout the school 

year, I created social media graphics for various events. The first was for a talk 

with Annie Atkins of the national group, the second for a DADA style poster 

workshop we held, the third was for a quiz show style workshop, and the final for 

the canceled SSGDS student night.
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ALLOS APP PROTOTYPE

ALLOS is an app that was birthed from a need I saw that was not being tended to 

properly. My siblings both deal with food allergies, which can present challenges 

at restaurants. They often have to ask the wait staff numerous questions and if 

unable to properly answer, they may speak with the cook. This can make them 

feel like a nuisance. My solution to this was an app that had the menu from 

popular restaurants along with allergen guides that any individual could browse 

BEFORE they visit an establishment to prevent that dreaded awkward feeling. 

This is a prototype of a potential app made in Adobe XD. 

You can view the full app here.
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http://xd.adobe.com/view/e6ab2b0d-27dc-4072-4263-c67ad25e8ae1-909a/
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